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Welcome and a recap
Hydrogen East’s purpose and ambitions

Founding members

• Our purpose is to raise awareness of existing and
potential H₂ opportunities across East Anglia, to
promote the technology and to support local
supply chains and markets
• Leveraging on the region’s abundant energy assets,
infrastructure and supply chain
• Stimulating demand and pulling through supply

• Not for profit company working in partnership with
regional stakeholders, we will identify a viable,
implementable route-map that sees East Anglia as
a leading ‘hydrogen region’
• Closing the Net Zero gap: hydrogen complements
electrification and essential for decarbonising the
“hard to reach” and transport economies

Early projects likely to be supported by

A busy three months
• We launched in late July, and generated
a lot of interest and feedback
• We have developed our ideas these into
priority focuses and workstreams – we
will focus on these today
• We have also engaged widely on public
“platforms” and built a growing social
media presence
• Over forty stakeholder meetings
• Two full time analysts
• @HydrogenEast and www.hydrogeneast.uk

• Results of this work are set out at a high
level in our Framework Paper, available
from the website after this event

Policy and market update
Mark Neller (Arup)

Project Update
Hydrogen East
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Framework and governance
• We are adopting a modular
approach for phase 1 based on a
common approach and
analytical building blocks,
comprising:

•

•

A thorough regional mapping exercise

•

A current baseline of assets, demand and
potential supply relevant to each project

•

Identify regional factors that differentiate
East Anglia or play to our strengths

•

We will then estimate the potential local
market at 10 yearly intervals

Three core workstreams, with each
considering relevant variables, incl:
•

Assets and stakeholders

•

Timing considerations and costs

•

Possible market and policy change

Project group
• Meet up to every two weeks, depending on project activities
Steering group

• Meet monthly to guide and inform project groups
Stakeholder updates
• Quarterly briefings

Phase one core projects
• Each of our workstreams has progressed since our launch in July

• To maximise resource and knowledge transfer, projects will cascade at 3-month intervals

A regional approach
• East Anglia has some unique regional
attributes, advantages and specific
challenges

Bacton/
SNS2.0
Energy Hub

• Two workstreams will repurpose and
supplement existing energy assets to
produce hydrogen
• The programme must also embrace
transport
• But if we are to build a regional
hydrogen economy, we must take a
whole system view and stimulate a
stable demand base as well as build
supply opportunities

Onshore
opportunities

Transport

SizewellLeiston
Energy Hub

(Future)
export
opportunities

We are different because…
• Other comparable workstreams elsewhere in GB appear to
be looking primarily at proving technological capability
through industrial clusters
• We will take a bottom-up approach across the region
• Identifying solutions that suit specific locations and bring the maximum
local benefit
• Credible regional use cases, building demand to pull-through supply.
Little industry but agriculture, transport, food processing etc.

• We will simultaneously take a place-based and wholesystem view to ensure that we provide locally-tailored
solutions that exist symbiotically in the wider energy
landscape
• Norfolk and Suffolk that could then be expanded and
replicated based on results. Essex and Cambridgeshire
could comprise later phase of work

• Over-arching aim to develop role of hydrogen in delivering
East Anglia as the UK’s Clean Energy Region

Bacton/SNS2.0 Energy Hub
Hydrogen East
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Bacton/SNS2.o Energy Hub
• Bacton Gas Terminal handles 1/3 of UK
natural gas
• Major national gas grid injection point
• Import / export links to Europe
• Bacton has the potential to become a
major UK hydrogen reception and
processing terminal
• Potential to support heat, transport and
energy infrastructure locally, regionally
and nationally

• Now progressing confirmation of
funding

Project status – Phase 1 primed
• Bacton/SNS 2.0 is an evidence gathering and scoping workstream to support definition of
a more detailed work plan and route-map to development of an energy hub incorporating
old and new gas technologies centred on the Bacton site
• Official commencement November 2020
• 6-month project timespan

• At the backend we will identify interactions with other Hydrogen East workstreams

November 2020

December 2020

April 2021

- Initial energy landscape
mapping completion

- Initial sighting conclusions
and early findings

- Draft report publication

- Market sizing and
stakeholder assessment
commencement

- Support partners applying
for transformational project
funding through CSR

Likely project partners
OGTC
Provide strong technological support and have
common goal to transform the SNS oil and gas sector
ORE Catapult
Support innovation to unlock full potential from
offshore renewable energy technologies
New Anglia LEP
Support local enterprises to secure investment that
will stimulate the regional economy and create jobs
North Norfolk District Council
Investing to drive the green energy agenda forward in
North Norfolk and to create local jobs

Mapping supporting data (1)
Opportunities to repurpose existing oil and
gas infrastructure
• Important to identify opportunities for
deploying new solutions in SNS
• Facilitate flows of CO₂ for sub-sea storage
• Identify opportunities to site blue hydrogen
production offshore/onshore and connect
to the terminal

• Potential desalination facilities

• Offers huge opportunity for regeneration in
O&G sector
• Utilisation of skilled local workforce despite
decommissioning
• Developing a strong case study that can be
replicated elsewhere

Mapping supporting data (2)
Mapping regional energy assets, as
well as local infrastructure and
sources of demand will be key in
developing a business case for the
Bacton/SNS2.0 project

World leading renewable resource
• East Anglia is home to more than
half of the UK’s offshore wind
capacity
• More to come online in AR4
• Lots of scope for co-location and
green hydrogen production

Mapping supporting data (3)
• Onshore system – gas pipelines and electricity wires, other energy
assets
• Energy use in Norfolk – major demands, sectoral analysis (energy,
agricultural, transport, water, others), consumption profiles, energy
distribution and flows
• Options and interactions with export of electricity to rest of UK and gas
to UK and Continent
• Emissions trends
• Existing providers and supply chain, capabilities and emerging markets
• Scenario development for 2030, 2040 and 2050

Hydrogen East
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New Anglia
Clean Transport Hub

Transport decarbonisation challenge
• The transport sector is an ideal target for building hydrogen demand
• It creates the highest share of UK carbon emissions, and the percentage has been
increasing

• Varied solutions mean tailored local solutions can be found using a place-based
approach
• It dovetails well into other productive sectors (agriculture, tourism food processing)
• EVs are an essential lever in domestic transport but what about the rest? And what
about rural infrastructure?

• “Electrifying everything” just doesn’t work

• Transport in East Anglia presents some unique challenges and
opportunities
• High usage, distances, agricultural vehicle usage, remote branch lines, major port
destinations etc.

H2 does not have a regional advocate
• Identify and encourage common ambitions across various regional bodies

• Navigate overlapping jurisdictions to create a cohesive strategy
• Build a scope that offers maximum economic and environmental value to Norfolk and
Suffolk residents

Norfolk and
Suffolk Local
Transport Plans

New Anglia LEP
Integrated
Transport
Strategy

County/District/
Borough/City
Council objectives

Greater South
East Energy
Hub plans

Transport East
Transport
Strategy

DfT
Decarbonising
Transport
Strategy

New Anglia Clean Transport Hub (1)
• We are calling for a Clean Transport Hub, rather
than a purely hydrogen-driven transformation
• One size doesn’t fit all!
• This will ensure that immediate decarbonisation
opportunities are not missed in sectors where electric
or hydrogen technology is not yet commercially
available
• Biomethane could be an important stepping stone for
HGVs and agricultural vehicles in particular

• The project will be facilitated by the mapping,
analysis and development work that is taking
place on the production-based workstreams
• Transport may support, or compete with,
hydrogen demand from the heat and energy
sectors. We therefore need to balance the
uptake of hydrogen transport to ensure the
optimal regional benefit

A possible skeletal structure
• By reviewing local transport plans and
correlating them with the major growth locations
in Norfolk and Suffolk, we have produced an
initial baseline road network on which to build
our evaluations
• Biggest opportunities identified to date:
• Confluences of road, rail and shipping near to the major
ports. Strong candidates for siting infrastructure
development
• Road haulage transiting the region along two main
east-west axes
• Bus travel, starting with the long distance routes
• Norfolk & Suffolk Coast rail line is not suitable for
electrification, hydrogen could be key
• Large fleet of agricultural vehicles

Map of the proposed New Anglia clean transport network

Project status – Phase 1 being developed
• Phase 1 - scoping report

• Concept launch – 27th October
• Identify participants and funders
• Official commencement of scoping work February 2021
• 6-month project timespan

October 2020
- Concept launch
following initial factfinding research

February 2021
- Official start of
Phase 1 scoping
study

May 2021
- Interim project
update, confirming
report priorities

July 2021
- Publication of
final Phase 1
scoping report

New Anglia Clean Transport Hub
NEXT STEPS
• Identifying the most appropriate
use cases
• What journey types would suit early
adoption?

• What supporting infrastructure
would be required, and where
should it be situated?

• What safety conditions need to
be considered for users and the
wider public?

• Over what timeframes could we
expect different aspects of the
transport hub to develop?

• Cost comparisons between
alternative decarbonisation
options

• How would actions in our region
affect, or be affected by,
developments elsewhere in GB?

Looking ahead
• Please sign up to the launch event for a more
in-depth look at our New Anglia Clean
Transport Hub workstream
• Register on eventbrite

• We want to engage with local authorities,
private sector service providers and supply
chain companies from the very outset
• Initial steering committee to be in place by
the end of the year

• Let us know if you’re interested in
participating

Sizewell- Leiston Energy Hub
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Sizewell
• EDF Energy are developing plans to create a
Sizewell Clean Energy Hub
• SZC’s continuous reactor operation will produce
3.2GW of low-carbon electricity and
approximately 8GW of low-carbon heat
• The clean energy hub could translate this into 24GW of flexible electrical output, green
hydrogen and power and heat for local uses
• 2MW demonstration plant being scoped at SZB
• Major opportunity to collaborate with other local
energy stakeholders on hydrogen production
and energy storage

Nuclear & Renewables… partners?

Adapted from Sizewell’s Clean Energy Hub Concept

Variable Power Output

Continuous Power Output

Clean Energy Hub

Flexible Output

Sizewell
Power
Station(s)

KEY
Renewables

Electricity
Flexible Electricity
Heat
Cold
Hydrogen

Sizewell – Leiston Hub
• Building an enduring market
• Beyond decarbonising the construction process for Sizewell C,
actions put in place now can act as a stepping-stone to a subregional hydrogen economy

• The Sizewell C project development team are the catalyst for
a first-of-a-kind solution to make Leiston a “net-zero” town
• Net Zero Leiston aims to:
• Create a replicable route-map for other towns to reach net zero
• Pitch ideas to the community, together identifying a socially
acceptable transition, and aiming to upskill and employ people in
Leiston
• Find sustainable, bankable funding solutions
• Help Leiston revitalise a green, clean, industrial identity!

SuNRISE Coast Programme
• Suffolk & Norfolk
Research & Innovation on the
Sustainable Energy Coast
• c.£29m research and innovation
programme over 5 years led by UEA
(from late-2021).

Research Partners

Industry Network

• Focussed on the Southern North Sea
and the region’s clean energy and
marine sectors:
•
•
•
•

World’s largest offshore wind market
SNS as the UK’s gas capital
A hub for new nuclear
A future hub for hydrogen production
and servicing

• Directly delivers against the Local
Industrial Strategy objective on clean
energy and innovation

Supported by

Programme Development

SuNRISE Coast Programme

East Anglia
An energy powerhouse
UK offshore wind farms

European offshore wind farms
Gas field
New investment field
Gas terminal

Gas Transmission

Pipeline

Power Transmission

Airport
Helicopter base
Nuclear power station
Gas fired power station

Looking ahead
• We will be circulating an inception paper
in January
• We will be looking for support from EDF
and relevant local authorities
• Focus will be on local markets to support
steady state demand from local
economy
• Specific tie in with plans at East Coast
ports
• Scoping project represents Phase 1
• Further work potential for a Phase 2
project definition and feasibility study
• Phase 3 will be a design stage that would
detail project planning, early stage
concept engineering, further research
and delivery plan

Phase 1 timeline
Stage 1
Mapping
April – May 2021

Stage 2
Issues and options
June – July 2021

Stage 3
Interaction and implications
August – September 2021

Q&A

Closing remarks
• We have started well but have a lot to do
• Manageable if we remain focussed

• Open, transparent process in collaboration with
other stakeholders
• We will be seeking supporters for transport and
Suffolk workstreams

• Let us know if we can provide further
information based on today’s update
• Some dates for your diary
• New Anglia Clean Transport Hub launch 27 October

• Bacton/SNS update 17 November
• Sizewell/Leiston/Suffolk update 8 December
• Next stakeholder briefing event 12 January

• Continue to engage, discuss, learn and
explain

Hydrogen East
• Website:
https://hydrogeneast.uk
• Email:
mail@hydrogeneast.uk
• Twitter:
@HydrogenEast

Nigel Cornwall

Johnathan Reynolds

Michael Brown

Charlotte Farmer

